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(TOPICS: IR System Evaluation, RUBRIC System) 
____________________________________________________________________ 
Note: 
1. You must show all details of work for each question 
2. Staple the question and answer sheet together 
3. Make a cover with Name, CLID 
4. Number all pages and give an index to each question. 
5. Most importantly, any sort of cheating will NOT be tolerated. More information can be               
found on class Web page on cheating policy. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q1. (20 points)  
Let the retrieval output for some query using a retrieval system be: 

Δ = ( + - - | - - + | - + + - + | - + +) 
 

a. Find recall and fallout values, after retrieving 3, 6, 11 and 14 documents. Draw              
the R/F graph. 

 
b. What is the expected recall and expected fallout after retrieving 7 documents            

(Use linear interpolation)? 
 

c. What is the expected precision after retrieving 7 documents (you need to use the              
formula that expresses P as a function of R, F, and G)? 

 
d. Using the theorem that R-norm is given by the area of the R/F graph that lies                

above R/F curve, but below the line represented by F = 1, compute R-norm (use               
the graph from part 1 to compute the area of polygon of interest). 

 
 
 
Q2. (20 points)  
Let the retrieval output for some query using a retrieval system be: 

Δ = ( + - - | - + - | - + + - ) 
 

a. Calculate the PRECISION (defined as PRECALL) using preferred interpolation at          
recall values of 0.2, 0.6, 0.9, and 1. 
 

b. Determine the PRECISION (defined as PRECALL) using ceiling interpolation at          
recall values of 0.2, 0.6, 0.9, and 1. 
 

 
 
 
 



Q3. (10 points)  
   

Assume that the documents have five relevance levels viz. most relevant, 

relevant, medium relevant, less relevant, and non-relevant. 

mo --- most relevant 

r --- relevant 

me --- medium relevant 

l --- less relevant 

n --- non-relevant 

There are eighteen documents. As shown in the following table, with respect to an              
arbitrary user need, the numbers of documents judged as most relevant, relevant,            
medium relevant, less relevant, and non-relevant are two, three, five, five, and three,             
respectively. 
 
 

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Rank 6 Rank 7 Rank 8 Rank 9 

mo r mo l r me me n l 

r  me  me  l  n 

me  l  l  n   

 
Compute the R-norm value according to the above information. 



Q4. (20 points) 
 
a. Write down the rules corresponding to the tree structure representing the concept of 

terrism-act shown in Figure 1. 
 

b. Find the RSV of the documents: 
d1 = (“official”, “bomb”, “kill”, “jet”) 
d2  = (“hijack”, “shell”, “president”, “jet”) 
with respect to the concepts: terrorism-act, hijacking, bombing and  assassinate. 
Use the computations as in the RUBRIC system. 
 

c. Generate a table as in the last page of RUBRIC (pdf) notes that shows the RSV for 
all the minimal (w.r.t. RSV) combinations of strings that have non-zero values 
relative to terrorism-act. 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Q5. PROGRAMMING Part 2 (30 Points) 

(Do only PART 2 ) 

This is a programming assignment where you design and implement your own 
information retrieval system.  

This project contains two parts. In Part 1, you will build an indexing component, where a 
large collection of documents is indexed into a searchable, persistent data structure. In 
Part 2, you will add a searching component, using vector space model  

Part 1 (20 Points) - Not Required as part of this Assignment. 

Read a set of files, parse them into documents and terms, and produce data structures 
associated with the inverted index. These data structures will be used in part 2. The 
program needs to save several data structures to disk, at minimum; these include the 
dictionary (table of words occurring in the text, appropriate metadata/statistics and 
pointers to inverted index), the document list (with links to original text) and inverted 
index itself. 

Note: During query processing, the Dictionary part of the Inverted File structure will 
reside in the main memory. 

In order to fully implement the vector space retrieval model you may need to retain 
several pieces of information about the documents in the dictionary and the postings lists 
of the inverted index data structures such as the total number of documents, the term 
weight values for each document, etc. Try to store values that you anticipate are needed 
to calculate the retrieval status values that can only be generated with high run-time 
computational cost, if not precomputed and stored. In other words, writing out the 
necessary intermediate results from Part 1 and reading back into Part 2 may be a better 
approach than re-computing everything from scratch in memory each time. 

Resources 

Here are the resources needed for Part 1. 

Corpus: Corpus for this assignment is the Cranfield document collection, a set of 1398 
abstracts from aerodynamics journal articles. This historically significant dataset was first 
used in the field of IR for accurate measurement of retrieval performance. A description 
of the corpus follows: 

● cran.all: The Cranfield collection corpus file with many fields. The title (T) 
and the content of the abstract (W) are the two fields that you may use in 
this assignment. 

● cran.qry: A set of 225 queries that can be used to test the retrieval 
performance of your system. 

● cranqrel: Query relevance judgements for each query. Each query is 
accompanied with a set of documents that are relevant in separate lines. 



Note: qrels.text is not needed now. It is used in future for system 
evaluation purposes. 

● readme.txt: Fine grained description of each column in the dataset files. 

Download Link: http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/test_collections/cran/ 

Stopwords: (You can use this link for stopword removal in Q1) 
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/jmlr/papers/volume5/lewis04a/a11-smart-stop-list/english.s
top 

Stemmer: http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/ 

Steps 

1) Parse the files containing the documents into individual documents (if 
necessary) and words 

2) Remove stop words and stem (using the Porter stemmer) the remaining words 

3) Invert the collection in memory (Each postings entry should have a Doc-ID and 
the associated term frequency value) 

4) Store the data structures associated with the inverted file 

Deliverables 

1) Corpus Statistics: 

● How many documents are in the collection? 
● How many words are in the collection and how many unique 

words are in the 
● indexing vocabulary of the collection? 
● How many postings (inverted entries) are created for this 

collection, the length of the shortest and longest postings lists? 
Average length of the postings lists? 

2) Inverted Index Statistics: 

● How much time did it take to index the collection? 
● How much disk space was consumed to store the inverted index 

of the collection and related data structures (including the 
dictionary, document list)? 

● What is the size of the inverted index relative to the size of 
dataset? 

 

http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/test_collections/cran/
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/jmlr/papers/volume5/lewis04a/a11-smart-stop-list/english.stop
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/jmlr/papers/volume5/lewis04a/a11-smart-stop-list/english.stop
http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/


Part 2 (30 Points) 

A program that accepts any query from the query file and searches for documents based 
on the data structures from Part 1.  

Implement the search algorithm based on vector space model of retrieval. Your program 
should be able to return ranked results for a query. The program should display up to 20 
results in descending order of their RSV values along with the total number of results 
(non-zero RSV values), snippets of text from document and time taken to retrieve those 
results. 

Weighting Function 

Use normalized frequency based on weight of term i in the document j is calculated as 

tf ij = f ij / maxk f kj , Where 1 ≤ k ≤ M, M is the total number of words in document j and f ij 
is the frequency of i th term in j th document. 

Steps 

1) Implement Vector Space retrieval model and inverted index based search 
algorithm 

2) User should be able to select a query interactively and obtain ranked results 

Deliverables 

Code and accompanying documentation: Your code needs to be well documented with 
comments. The comments should not literally verbalize what the code is doing; instead, 
it should provide a high-level summary of what the code is supposed to accomplish, 
listing aspects such as tacit assumptions and invariants (if you are using sophisticated 
data structures). You also need to include a README.txt file that describes how to 
compile your program and run it on various datasets. 

Implementation 

You may code your project in any programming language (such as C#, C++, Java, 
Python, Perl,VB, R). 
 


